
Clever Dog Smart Camera

（WiFi Version）
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Problems for you now：

Because the job, you can’t be with baby 
all the time, did you feel guilty?

You are far away from your home for 
business, did you feel homesick ?

Security problems happen any time, did 
you feel worried?

…
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Introduction

Clever Dog  smart camera  is a smart camera with fashionable and 

attractive appearance， which support  WiFi.  It can interconnect with 

internet by phones, and solve the problems of caring babies or elders, 

home security，and etc.
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Component of Smart Camera
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Appearance
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Fashionable Design
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Guard family

Care about families

Play with pets

Care elders

Look after babies

Clever Dog
 Smart Camera

Features
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Motion detection, real-time alarm
——When find something abnormal，if will push you
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Infrared Night Vision
——Guard your safety day and night
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Full-duplex speech
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Anytime, anywhere, look at will
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Remotely look up real-time video 
——Guard  your store anytime
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Touch to share to families
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Auto-video by SD card for 24 hours
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 Share to families
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P2P connection to avoid the data leakage
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         Application scenarios
             —Care your stores by phone
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           Application scenarios
                           —Open kicthen
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ü Lens ：Color lens

ü Angel: Wide-angle

ü Video  Compression：H.264

ü Resolution : 720x576@15fps

ü Audio ：built-in speaker, microphone

ü Night  vision：Automaticallly enable infrared induction 

under low illumination

ü WiFi :IEEE802.11b/g

ü Extensible space： Micro SD card, 

the maximum size of memory is 32GB

Model：DOG-1W

  Specifications
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Three steps to use

Give power Download 
App

Sign up/in
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    System Support

Support android 4.0 
and above

Support iOS 7.0
 and above

Support Win7 
and above
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Clever Dog is one brand name of Shenzhen Cylan Technology Co., Ltd, which has 

all kinds of smart home appliance, like wifi camera, 3G camera, and smart doorbell. 

Wif i  camera is one of the most hot sale products al l  around the world. 

With fashionable design and attractive apperance, it provides various features, 

such as video monitoring, motion detection, automatic accident alarm, full-duplex 

speech, infrared control, and etc. It can be widely used in home security, remote  

caring of children and elders. It also can be a  Intelligent home appliances control 

center to provide a high standard, high efficiency of home help any time.

About  Us


